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Get to know the Math and Stats Department!

We asked the people of  the Math  and Stats  Department to  name their  favorite  albums,  performers,

compositions, or songs. How many of the below have you heard?!

MurphyKate

(Albums I love!)

Evermore by Taylor Swift; Home by Billy Strings; The Hazards of Love by The Decemerists;

Eugene Onegin from the Metropolitan Opera (Fleming and Hvorostovsky);

Lemonade by Beyonce.

Andy

The Idler Wheel... by Fiona Apple; The Hounds of Love by Kate Bush;

Homage to Charles Parker by George Lewis; Person Pitch by Panda Bear; Silent Tongues by Cecil Taylor.

Al G

In Keeping Secrets of Silent Earth: 3 by Coheed & Cambria;

Roses in the Snow by Emmylou Harris; OK Computer by Radiohead;

Warren Zevon by Warren Zevon; Walking on a Wire by Lowen & Navarro.

Mark

Bach, The Art of the Fugue; Durante, string concertos;

Mahler, songs; Mozart, late piano concertos; Zelenka, trio sonatas.

Laura

Musicals: Jesus Christ Superstar, Les Miserables;

Mozart's Magic Flute; Beethoven's Emperor Concerto (piano);

Music by Emmylou Harris, Nancy Griffith, P!nk and Madonna.

Caroline

Top 5 Artists (All Time Favorite):

Rilo Kiley; Saves The Day; A. A. Bondy; Andrew Bird; Dustin O'Halloran

Top 5 Artists (Getting Me Through the Pandemic):

The Strokes; Run The Jewels; Waxahatchee; Soccer Mommy; Blitzen Trapper.



Deanna

Fonsi; Bonnie Raitt; Nancy Griffith; Lyle Lovett; Little Feat; Paul Simon;

(no particular order; they're just the ones who came to mind).

Eric

80s pop (Madonna's True Blue Album, Paul McCartney's Flowers in the Dirt)

and stuff that sounds like it (Ava Max's Heaven and Hell);

Take Five by the Dave Brubeck Quartet; In the Hall of the Mountain King by Grieg;

Sara Bareilles's Live in Atlanta cover of Goodbye, Yellow Brick Road;

Sinner Man, by Nina Simone; Michele McLaughlin's album Waking the Muse.

Steve

Channel Orange by Frank; Ocean Currents by Tame Impala; Undun by The Roots;

Sound & Color by Alabama; Shakes The Wild Hunt by The Tallest Man on Earth.

Alex B

Top 5 artists:

Pink Floyd, David Bowie, Iron Maiden, Soda Stereo, Queen;

Top 5 composers:

Gustav Mahler (x5)

Serious response: Gustav Mahler, Ludwig van Beethoven, Pyotr Tchaikovsky, Dmitri Shostakovich, Jean

Sibelius.

Rob

A Love Extreme by Benji Hughes; Potato Radio by King & Moore;

Watch Your Step by Ted Hawkins; A Study in Brown by Clifford Brown and Max Roach;

Mahler: Symphony No.2, Claudio Abbado, Lucerne Festival Orchestra 2004;

The Tree of Forgiveness by John Prine.

Rafe

Pavement; Sufjan Stevens; Low;

Chvrches [editor's note: that's not a typo] [second editor's note: neither of these editor's notes is part of

the band's name]; Christine and the Queens; Andrew Bird.

Mathematics and Statistics

Colloquium

The Math/Stats Colloquium Series will  be held virtually on Tuesday,

January 12 from 4:00 to 5:00 pm, with an informal "tea" held before the

talk at 3:30 pm, where you can drop by and connect with others in the

Math/Stats Department. 

We are pleased to  welcome Pamela Harris,  Associate Professor of

Mathematics at Williams College. The Zoom details will be sent out via

the mast-interest mailing list,  so be sure you are on the list!  (Email

sjandro@carleton.edu to join the mailing list.) 

Title: Kostant's partition function and magic multiplex juggling sequences



Speaker: Pamela Harris

Abstract: Kostant's partition function is a vector partition function that counts the number of ways one

can express a weight of a Lie algebra g as a nonnegative integral linear combination of the positive roots

of g. Multiplex juggling sequences are generalizations of juggling sequences that specify an initial and

terminal  configuration  of  balls  and  allow  for  multiple  balls  at  any  particular  discrete  height.  Magic

multiplex juggling sequences generalize further to include magic balls, which cancel with standard balls

when they meet at the same height. In this talk, we present a combinatorial equivalence between positive

roots of a Lie algebra and throws during a juggling sequence. This provides a juggling framework to

calculate Kostant's  partition functions,  and a  partition function  framework  to  compute the number  of

juggling sequences.  This  is  joint  work with  Carolina Benedetti,  Christopher  R.  H.  Hanusa,  Alejandro

Morales, and Anthony Simpson.

What are you doing this summer?

Want to find the perfect summer activity to expand and enhance your math or stats education? Attend the

virtual session with a student panel on summer activities! Mathematics and Statistics students will discuss

their research and internship experiences and answer your questions.

When: Thursday, Jan 14, 12:25-1:25pm

Where: via Zoom, invite will be sent out prior to the meeting. 

Budapest Semesters in Mathematics or Mathematics

Education Information Session

Are you interested in studying abroad in beautiful, historic Budapest with either the Budapest Semesters

in Mathematics or the Budapest Semesters in Mathematics Education program? There will be a zoom

information session with directors of these programs on Thursday, January 21, 4:30-5:30. We'll send a

reminder email with the zoom link in the week beforehand.  

If you are applying to either program, you also need to apply to Carleton for OCS permission, as well as to

the math/stats department. The department as a whole then acts as your recommenders, so you don't

need to request individual recommendations from members of the department. These forms, along with

more information about the programs, are available at 

https://www.carleton.edu/math/further-opportunities/off-campus/ and are due by January 31st.

If you have any questions, contact Owen Biesel (obiesel@carleton.edu).

SCUDEM 2020 results are in!

Congratulations to April Reisenfeld, Sophie Schafer, Tim Mikulski, Katrina Li, Ruofei Li, Xinyan Xiang, Ton

Meesena, Edward Lee and Daisuke Yamada! These nine students spent three weeks during a busy Fall

term competing in SCUDEM, an applied mathematics challenge where teams use tools from differential

equations to tackle open-ended mathematical modeling problems. This year's problems explored oil spill

cleanup, the physics of acrobatic cockatoos, and the dynamics of dispute resolution. Special kudos to

April, Tim, and Sophie, whose recommendations for resolving disputes among Sudanese refugees was



recognized  with  an  award  of  Outstanding,  the  highest  rating  assigned  by  contest  judges!  Their

Outstanding presentation will be featured on the SCUDEM youtube channel: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC14lC-tyBGkDPmUnKMV3f3w.

Weitz Fellowship

Carleton-exclusive opportunities for eight graduating seniors in the nonprofit sector. 

The Weitz Fellows Program provides one-year full-time jobs for eight Carleton 2021 graduates at eight

nonprofit organizations in Omaha and Lincoln, NE. Positions are paid, include benefits and funding for

professional  development,  and  will  provide  exposure  to  all  aspects  of  the  organization.  The  Weitz

Fellowship is an unparalleled opportunity for anyone interested in beginning a career in arts management,

non-profit management, or social change.

Information Session: Thursday, January 14th - 12:30pm CST; RSVP to access link

1:1's with the Executive Directors: Thursday, January 14th CST; 1:30-3:30pm; RSVP your slot

Application Deadline: Sunday, February 7th - 11:59:00pm CST; Apply via Handshake (can apply for up to

two).

Find details, RSVP, and apply at apps.carleton.edu/career/students/jobs/weitz/. 

MinneAnalytics Scholarship Winner

Congratulations  to  Jaylin  Lowe  who  was  awarded  a  scholarship  from  MinneAnalytics,  a  non-profit

organization which organizes events for the data science community. Find her profile at

http://minneanalytics.org/meet-the-2020-minneanalytics-scholarship-recipients/.

Problem Solving Group

If you have always enjoyed the problem-solving aspect to your classes, then come check out the math

department's  problem-solving  group.  We  meet  from  4:30-5:30  on  Wednesdays,  and  we  will  work

on solving some fun and challenging math problems together, and learn some strategies for solving them.

Students at all stages of their Carleton careers are welcome. If you're interested in attending, send me a

note (rfjones@carleton.edu) and I'll send you the zoom link. 

This week we'll work on problems from past editions of the Konhauser Problemfest (a three-person team

regional contest).  There will  also be problems available from past editions of the Putnam contest (an

individual contest held this year in February).

If you can't make the meeting but would like to stay up to date on activities of the problem-solving group,

join our email list. Let me know and I'll add you to the list.

DevX Project Showcase

DevX is hosting a showcase of student projects this term! It should be a fun way to see what people are



working on and potentially for other students to get involved.

The details are forthcoming, but for now, we have a favor to ask: if you have worked on any programming

projects you want to share, please reach out to us so that we can feature you in the showcase. You can

do this by sending an email to nguyenq2@carleton.edu and telling us a little about the project. 

Upcoming Events

Week 2

Tuesday, January 12, 4:00 - 5:00pm

Pamela Harris Colloquium Talk - Zoom

Thursday, January 14, 12:25pm - 1:25pm

Summer Activities Panel - Zoom

Week 3

Thursday, January 21, 4:30 - 5:30pm

Budapest Info Session - Zoom
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